October 22, 2010 Scouting Report – Rain in the Forecast: October remains Dry as a Bone, My
name is Derek, Bye bye Rust et al., Tim’s says Toccoa tall fescue, and Nick talks Go Daddy?
Chicago/Northern Illinois Update: Derek Settle - DSettle@cdga.org
Weathermen. Ok, I have to admit it. I have a deep appreciation and admiration for weathermen.
As I child in Kansas, my first weatherman was my Grandmother. I remember reading her
handwritten letters–excellent penmanship. Her first paragraph always summed the Iowa weather
with attention to rainfall. You see my Grandparents were farmers. Today I read similar prose,
only the year is 2010 and not 1976. The mail isn’t USPS it’s email. The president’s first name
isn’t Jimmy it’s Barack. My name isn’t Durkee it’s Derek.
It went: “All our models this morning have come around to a solution where one wave of
showers and thunderstorms on a strong low level jet will hit tomorrow morning and through
about 1 PM, then we stay cloudy with spits of rain the rest of the day. Of course, that's model
output, not data, and this system is just moving slowly... So, I added thunderstorms to the
forecast tomorrow, based on decent moisture, and a stronger than expected low level jet stream
causing strong lift for the storms to develop in. The warm front wings through and we stay damp
through the weekend. It no longer appears the cold front with this system will make it through,
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so Monday's temperatures...”G. Sebenste, N. IL.Univ.
Dry. In Chicago nearly all lawns are Kentucky bluegrass as are her golf course roughs. Lawn A,
Mr. Water Saver, is without irrigation while Lawn B, Mr. P J, chose to irrigate in October. Both
are alive. At the moment it is a choice of aesthetics. However, A may risk winter injury if it
does not receive water soon. Also, A no longer tolerates wear because it is completely dormant
and not growing. Meanwhile B continues its rounds of neighborhood croquet. Settle 10-21-10
Although last week I said we cannot complain too much. It turns out we are now complaining.
Rain – the lack thereof. Growing plants (turf here) is trouble especially if Mother Nature is not at
your side. For season 2011, I am already dreaming she will be – at our side. Like Grandmother.
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Thinking about water and its use. graph courtesy of Ball 2010 Landscape Contractor Survey
The high inputs listed for turf compared to the other categories that the Landscape Contractors
address is striking. It fits the perception of turfgrass is that it requires a high level of
management. On golf courses this is true for surfaces that are in play. However, as it turns out a
majority of golf course acreage is actually not in play. We call it “rough” and there is a reason
for that name. Typically the rough is allowed to get pretty rough. Just ask superintendents as of
October, 2010 – drought takes
its toll. Often rough is nonirrigated and receives minimal
input of fertility and pesticides
(i.e., we never recommend a
fungicide to be used on rough.
Instead we just say reseed
with an improved variety in
the fall). Although a golf
rough looks somewhat like a
lawn – usually Kentucky
bluegrass mowed at a 2 to 6
inch height – it is often
intentionally neglected turf.

This represents a first watering of 2010. Fifty eight tall fescue, Festuca arundinacea, varieties
are being evaluated on Sunshine Course/Midwest Golf House. It has received no pesticide input
in 2010. Tall fescue has drought tolerance that is better than Kentucky bluegrass, Poa pratensis.
In Chicago it seems to be a good contender for a low maintenance lawn/rough. Settle 10-22-10
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First Hard Frost hits Chicago – about 5 am on Friday, October 22nd
The season now seems a bit more like winter than fall. For example, the leaves on trees now fall
off in abundance. More and more, the stark framework of branches makes us realize tree
architecture has beauty and is dependent on species. We know winter is just around the corner.
A current concern centers on our knowledge that we are probably as dry as we have ever been in
2010. As far as plant health goes, desiccation may become a difficult issue of winter 2010-11.
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First Hard Frost: Bye Bye Petunia 'Rhythm and Blues'
...today that flower variety looks 'Black and Blue'
Chicago suburbs dropped into the 20s early on Friday, 22 October
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Just say No. Walking on a golf green with frost is a No, No. Given the graceful weight of the
average golfer their shoe pressure will drive ice crystals through living plant cells (like thousands
of daggers). The cell solution then leaks out = cellular mortality. The club membership once
again learns of shoe size 9.5 (many remember that midsummer bug spray event). Settle 10-22-10
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Lesson learned. Still seeing nice development of xxxx on susceptible Kentucky bluegrass.
I was a teacher today. I asked what the turf color of the susceptible variety under her foot was?
She replied, “Brown”. I asked what’s the exact color? She replied, “Orange”. I asked, if it were
on metal what would you call it? She said, “Corrosion.” What is another term? She said, “Rust.”

She said “Rust.”

“Don’t worry about
your nails. I probably
won’t use it anyway.”
Uridiniospores. As far as active diseases go in 2010, this is the end of the line. Rust can have 5
kinds of spores during a complicated life cycle that often encompases two hosts. Interestingly, it
is only the orange urediniospores are important in rust diseases of turf. Settle 10-22-10
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Tim Sibicky, MS - TSibicky@hotmail.com CDGA Turfgrass Research Manager
Tall Fescue 2010……End of Season Drought
From the summer’s end into the months of
fall, the lack of precipitation has made it
tough on the turf and the drought stress
symptoms have been evident. Last month, I
reported drought symptoms that we were
seeing on the ‘Tall Fescue Cultivar Trial’
from the summer.
This week I will
continue that trend. Following a single
irrigation application on our Tall Fescue
trial in Lemont, IL this past week, we were able to see good differences within both a rapid green
up of the leaves and an improvement in visual quality. A quick recovery in rough areas that
have struggled throughout the growing season is what superintendents have needed but, unless
these areas have received irrigation, there has been little. I am now beginning to hear a growing
concern among superintendents regarding their roughs out on the golf course so that they will
regain good densities and plant health to prepare for next season.

Table 1: Tall Fescue Cultivar Variety Trial
Visual Quality Ratings 1‐9 (6 is acceptable)
Data from October 21, 2010
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Dynamic II
Speedway
Banshee
Toccoa
Lexington
SR 8600
Aggressor
Talladega
Darlington
Endeavor II
Innovator
3rd Millinium
Firenza
Quest
Jaguar 4G
Blackwatch
Tulsa Time
Essential
Fat Cat
Tahoe II
Gazelle II
Coronado TDH
Rhambler SRP
Falcon IV
Guardian 21
SIU‐5
Jamboree
Rocket
Tar Heel II
Matador GT
Wolfpack II
Traverse SRP
Falcon V
Finelawn Express
Arid 3
Jaguar 3
Inferno
Grande II
Southeast
Bulldog 51
Sitka
Shenandoah Elite
Shenandoah III
Regiment II
K‐31
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Tall fescue is a species of turfgrass that is known for its drought tolerance and avoidance
characteristics making it a great candidate for use across the transition and cool-season zones.
Over the last 20 years progress has been made in breeding for improved turf qualities (finer
textures, higher densities and darker color) as seen in our test. This is especially true when we
compare the newer varieties with a traditional variety like Kentucky-31 (now nearly 70 years
old, released 1943). The best visual qualities within our study this fall have been Dynamic II,
Speedway, Banshee, Toccoa, Lexington, Agressor, and Talladega, as seen in Table 1. In
addition these best visually performing varieties are the ones that have greened up at faster rates
following the irrigation application. These varieties include Dynamic II, Darlington, Toccoa,
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Lexington, Speedway, Blackwatch and Essential. Each of these varieties listed had recovered at
least 60% of green leaf tissue and each were either viewed as acceptable or borderline acceptable
by visual quality standards. At the top of both lists is Dynamic II, a variety by Pure Seed
Testing/Scotts. Additionally, many of the varieties Columbia Seeds of Oregon produced varieties
that have also performed quite well in this test, those being Toccoa, Lexington, Darlington and
Talladega.
More research is needed with tall fescue in the future, especially in the Chicagoland region.

Table 2: Tall Fescue Cultivar Variety Trial
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Percentage of Green Leaf Tissue Visible Under Drought
Data taken from October 21, 2010
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Newer
varieties
within the last 20
years of breeding for
Tall Fescue as evident
in the reduced widths
of the leaf blades.
Sibicky 10-22-10
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Nick DeVries - NDevries@cdga.org www.cdgaturf.com
Research Assistant and Internet Communications Manager
Registering a domain name costs $9 for an entire year.
There are 122 million active domain names and 100,000 more created every day. What domain
names do you have? Yes, I know we aren’t talking about POGs or magic cards… but consumers
are quickly becoming more internet savvy, making it difficult for you to get the domain name
you want. Personal websites used as a business card (vCard) are becoming very popular. If you
want to own yourname.com register it now before someone else does.
First, navigate your browser to http://bustaname.com
Use the ‘quick domain check’ in the top right corner of the homepage. This tool will check if the
domain is available as a .com, .net, and .org. The word combiner (below) is another great tool
that can be used to see what domain names are available using keywords.
If yourname.com is already taken, you are probably curious who owns it. To see who owns a
domain name and get their contact information - use a whois: http://whois.net
Have you ever seen a website that is a bunch of advertisements? That is called a parked domain.
The owner is either not sure what to do with the domain, making money off advertisements, or
waiting for an offer.
You have two options if your name is already taken. The first is to contact the owner through the
email address supplied from the whois, or pick a different extension (.net, .org, .me).
There is nothing wrong with using a different extension. The only disadvantage is that a lot of
people assume a website is a .com. If communicated verbally, it requires a person to remember
more information. But Talking face to face is a dying form of communication anyways.. right?
Once you know what domain name you want to register, you can either use the ‘buy’ link on the
bustaname website, or head directly to www.GoDaddy.com if you are feeling brave in Turfdom.
I use GoDaddy as my internet domain registrar because
their customer support is top notch. If you ever need to
transfer ownership of a domain name, you want good
customer service on your side.
Be aware that GoDaddy will try to up-sell other
products when your register a domain name. You do
not need to buy anything else to register a domain
name. Hosting can be purchased and added at a later
time. One thing you might want to consider is private
registration. Private registration will hide your contact
info from in a whois search. I have 16 publicly
registered domains and I get a call from a telemarketer once every 3 months… ain’t no big deal.
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Final images – Little To No Rainfall in October Gives Us ‘Rhythm and Blues’?

Put down 2 semi loads of sod, 2 more tomorrow. Trying to beat the rain. B. Thomson 10-21-10

Hard Frost. ‘Rhythm and Blues’, Petunia x hybrida, I am going to miss you. Settle 10-21-10
Thank you for your continued support and communication...
Derek, Tim, and Nick – The CDGA Turfgrass Program
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